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Use of cookies
Information about our use of cookies
You can manage your consent preferences at any time to accept or
reject the use of various categories of cookies, which are not strictly
necessary, through our
Cookie Consent Manager
. If you disable cookies and similar technologies, however, some
features may not work as intended.

What are cookies and similar
technologies?
A cookie is a small piece of data (text file) that websites that you visit
ask your browser to store on your device (such as your computer or
smartphone) in order to remember information about you, your
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preferences (such as your language of choice) or your device
information, when you return to it. 'Similar technologies' falling under the
generic term 'cookies' also include local objects (sometimes called flash
cookies), web beacons, pixels, browser fingerprinting technologies or
any technology that stores or accesses information on the user's device.
This information does not usually allow us to identify you, but it can offer
you a better user experience when visiting websites (including ours).

What cookies do we use?
The types of cookies we use are listed below and fall under two
categories, strictly necessary and optional. This means that what
cookies we place when you visit our websites or apps will depend on
your choices.
We use both first and third party cookies. Any cookies that are set by the
website or apps that you are visiting are called first-party cookies, whilst
any cookies which are from a domain different than the domain of the
website you are visiting are called third party cookies. These cookies
are placed by someone other than us. An example of this is when we
embed a YouTube video. A list of third party organizations and their
respective cookies and processing purposes can be found and
managed in our
Cookie Consent Manager
.
Some cookies are deleted once you close your internet browser
('session cookies'). 'Persistent cookies' on the other hand stay on your
browser for a longer period and are not deleted once you close it, so for
example a website you revisit remembers your language of choice. The
tables below contain details on the lifespan of the cookies we use.

To see descriptions of these cookies, please visit our
cookie settings
.
Please refer to any third party's privacy policy for information on what
information they collect, how they use it, and how long they store it.
These cookies are likely to be analytical/performance cookies or
targeting cookies.

Changes to our Cookies Notice
If we change anything important about this Cookie Notice we will notify
you through a pop-up on the website for a reasonable length of time
prior to and following the change, or another appropriate method. You
may review the Cookies Notice by visiting the website and clicking on
the "Use of cookies" link.

Contact
In case of any queries, please contact the Dentons Global Data
Protection Team at
risk.dataprivacyteam.emea@dentons.com
Please note that you have the right to file a complaint with the
competent Data Protection Authority.
The Cookies Notice is last updated on 3rd September 2020.
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